
CLIENT: ORTHOPAEDIC & SPORTS MEDICINE OF ERIE
Orthopaedic & Sports Medicine of Erie is comprised of a  
team of board-certi!ed and board-eligible orthopaedic  
surgeons. Over two facilities, the team of 16 physicians  
serves 200-250 patients per day. It is the largest orthopaedic 
group in Northwest Pennsylvania.

SITUATION
In 2009, the team of physicians doubled based on the 
needs of the local community. The three part-time o"-site 
transcriptionists started falling behind. Turnaround time was 
slow. Despite this, the practice did not want to add sta". 
Shortly after, the practice administrator proposed moving 
transcription to a full-service provider.

CHOOSING NUANCE
The practice administrator began the process of exploring 
transcription providers as well as voice recognition solutions. 
Although voice recognition was explored, it was eliminated 
relatively early in the process. The practice leaders did  
not feel it would be a good !t for the way their physicians  
prefer to work. The physicians at Orthopaedic & Sports  
Medicine of Erie do not want to type and edit; they like to 
walk around the 17,000 square feet of the practice’s main 
facility as they dictate.

The practice administrator met with Nuance’s general 
manager and one of its engineers. The team assured 
Orthopaedic & Sports Medicine of Erie that they would do 
whatever was necessary to put a solution in place quickly  

and customize their services to the practice’s needs. The 
practice administrator liked Nuance’s strong transcription 
background and understanding of work#ow. She also 
appreciated that Nuance had experience with Orthopad  
and the ability to automatically load information into patients’ 
charts on their new electronic medical records system.

MAKING THE CHANGE
When the practice was ready to make the change, 
Nuance hosted two meetings with the practice and their 
subcontracted IT team before #ying in for the implementation. 
The transcription solution launched in less than a week and 
within four hours, the practice administrator remarked that  
the change had already proved itself.

WORKING WITH NUANCE
By making the switch, the practice has saved 20% annually 
on transcription services. Working with Nuance has even 
enhanced the practice’s billing system. In the past, EMR 
notes were not available to Workers’ Compensation carriers  
as quickly as requested. With Nuance, the practice can send 
out an approved note within 24 hours. The time it takes to 
collect claims payments for Workers’ Compensation and  
auto insurance have been cut in half.

In addition, the solution gives the practice a much better 
tracking system for missed or incomplete dictation. Reports 
are now available online, and the Nuance team tracks and 
alerts the practice to any discrepancies or inconsistencies. 
The practice has regained sta" time as there is no need to  
!le paper charts or track dictation.

ORTHOPAEDIC TRANSCRIPTION

I've never had an endeavor that went as seamlessly, smoothly and perfectly as the transition to Dragon 

Medical Clinic 360 | Transcription. There isn't a person here who doesn't like it. It's entirely hands-off. It 

was that way from day one. Our physicians picked up their personal phones and started dictating. 

From a business standpoint, this change has allowed us to increase provider staff without increasing 

employee staff. The Nuance team continues to come to us with ideas for improving our practice and 

decreasing our costs. I have and do recommend the team at Nuance.

       Charlene Kellerman, Practice Administrator

       Orthopaedic & Sports Medicine of Erie, PC
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